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About Pepper Jobs
Founded in 2017 by a group of customer-focused gadget enthusiasts and engineers, Pepper 
Jobs aims to become one of the world's leading computing and mobile gadgets companies.

To achieve this goal, Pepper Jobs has been developing a wide variety of innovative gadgets 
with cutting-edge technologies and delivering them to our customers at an affordable cost. 
Through these products, Pepper Jobs strives to unparalleled satisfaction and reliability to 
consumers.

Mr. Ken Wong, General Manager of Pepper Jobs, was formerly MINIX’s product director and 
defined many innovative products such as 780G-SP128M (world’s 1st mini-ITX motherboard that 
supports 1080p HW decoding), NEO-X series Android media hubs, NEO-Z series Intel-based mini 
PCs, and many other PC gadgets such as USB-C hubs & smart remote controllers.

GLK-UC2X is the 1st mini PC designed and released by Pepper Jobs targeting small business,

4K home theater and living room use, with low power and great savings on electric bill.



Major improvements of GLK over APL

 Performance enhancements

 2M cache -> 4M cache

 Gen 9 display -> Gen 10 display

 8-bit VP9/HEVC decode -> 10-bit VP9/HEVC decode

 DDR3L SODIMM -> DDR4 SODIMM support



Unique Features of GLK-UC2X

 TDP Unlocker

 Superb heatpipe cooling system

 Support 3x 4K displays @ 60Hz

 Dual USB-C ports

 Easy DIY upgradability

“The King of Celeron”



TDP Unlocker

 6W TDP limits the performance of the 8th Gen Quad Core N processors

 Frequencies (CPU/GPU) drop whenever TDP reaches 6W

 TDP unlocker increases the TDP threshold

 TDP unlocker enhances system performances by avoiding under-clocking instead of 
over-clocking, thus 100% safe

 Performance can be +70% better than competitions with the same processor which 
frequently down-clock to 1.4GHz or below under load due to poor cooling

 Pre-requisite: GOOD COOLING is required to handle the extra power

 Pepper Jobs overcame this issue by the heat pipe cooling system



Heatpipe Cooling System

 Extreme silent operation at 100% CPU load

 Effectively dissipates heat out of the casing

 Design ready to handle >15W TDP CPU

 No CPU throttling under 100% load for 24hrs

 No frequencies drop under load



With TDP unlocker & good cooling



Without TDP unlocker & poor cooling condition

 CPU drops to 1.4GHz within 15 seconds of loading, e.g.: Bxxxxxk S2



CPU Performance
 Could be 100% better under load than products without TDP Unlocker (same processor)

 Multi-Core performance is similar as Core™ i3-7100u’s (Ref: Cinbench, GeekBench)

Bxxxxxk S2 @ eMMC
Onboard LPDDR4-2133

GLK-UC2X @ eMMC
Single Channel DDR4-2400

TDP Unlocker enabled

Ludashi v5.15 test result, GLK-UC2X scores 1.8 times higher with the same CPU



CPU Performance (cont’d)

GLK-UC2X @ m.2 SSD
(Celeron N4100)

Mxx Cubi 2 @ m.2 SSD
(i3-7100u)

Multi-Core performance is similar as Core™ i3-7100u’s
(Ref: Cinbench R15, GeekBench 4, Ludashi v5.15)

i3’s GPU (a separate core) performs much better though



CPU Performance (cont’d)

Multi Core performance is comparable with 7th Gen i3



CPU Performance (real life impact)
 Netflix 4K app requires sustainable CPU/GPU frequencies to play smoothly

 With TDP unlocker, Netflix 4K is OK even with single channel memory

 Pepper Jobs recommends dual channel for better GPU margin

Single Channel DDR4 (4GB)
@ 16000 kpbs, 4K, 59.940fps

Dual Channel DDR4 (8GB)
@ 16000 kpbs, 4K, 59.940fps



CPU Performance (real life impact)
 Smooth Netflix 4K playback, the first Celeron mini PC that is capable of doing so



3DMARK stress test passed

Very few mini PCs could pass this stress test.



Triple 4K 60Hz displays

 GLK-UC2X supports up to 3x 4K video outputs @ 60Hz

 It’s a breakthrough for entry level mini PC

 1 x HDMI 2.0a output

 1 x mini DP output

 1 x USB-C output (eDP signal, does not support hot-plug)



Dual USB-C ports
 GLK-UC2X comes with 2 USB-C ports

 USB-C port 1 support PD power input, 4K video signal & data

 USB-C port 2 support data only

 Both USB-C ports are fully compatible with Pepper Jobs TCH series of hubs 
(TCH-1/2/3/4/5/6/U4)

P.S. USB-C port 1 utilizes the eDP channel, and therefore it does not support 
video hot-plug & audio signal (characteristics of eDP). 



Easy DIY upgradability

 Separate covers for m.2 SATA SSD & DDR4 SODIMM upgrade

 Very easy to operate



Thank you!!


